Predictive Healthcare Analytics

FOTO gives every clinician the power to ask this question: What’s most likely to happen based on my patient’s characteristics and how can I improve that outcome?

FOTO delivers an overall picture of clinic performance, quality of care, and patient engagement while driving documentation that leaves you confidently prepared for alternative payment models.

It’s the only outcomes management solution that captures and benchmarks risk-adjusted comparisons by company, clinic, and clinician. Reported over time, these insights guide improvements in patient care and identify key factors used to drive clinician education and business growth.

What features do our clients value most?

- Tracking clinical outcomes over time to understand clinic and clinician performance.
- Measuring patient progress and satisfaction during treatment episodes to guide patient care.
- Understanding fair and accurate outcomes comparisons based on 13 risk-adjustment factors.

How does it work?

A single unified assessment system: replace all your separate outcomes assessments and receive a clinical report of risk-adjusted, predictive analytics to better serve your patients.

Quality reporting across the organization: understand your performance rankings against national benchmark averages and how you compare to other clinics and clinicians.

Real time, statistics-based marketing tools: show your referral sources, patients, payers, and clinic leadership where you and your team perform best.

Patient-reported outcomes documentation supports pay-for-performance and MIPS compliance

22 million patient assessments

Trusted by 23,000 clinicians

26 years of science, research, and measure development

100+ peer-reviewed research articles based on FOTO data
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